The OSU Center for Health Sciences Office of Research and the Research Committee are pleased to invite abstracts for OSU-CHS Research Week 2022, to be held the last week of February virtually and at OSU-CHS in Tulsa. Students of all levels, residents, post-doctoral researchers, faculty and staff are invited to submit abstracts for oral and poster presentations. Dates for the event and schedules for virtual presentations are forthcoming. **Presentations on all topics of research conducted by OSU-CHS researchers are welcomed and encouraged.**

One of the goals of our annual Research Week event are to showcase student research, encourage student researchers to interact with each other as well as with senior professionals, and to give student researchers the experience of attending a scientific conference. The office also welcomes Faculty and Staff to present research being conducted in addition to interacting with the campus community.

**Information on what to include in the abstract and the submission portal can be found at:** [okla.st/chs-research-days](okla.st/chs-research-days)

**Deadline:** ALL abstract submissions are due **January 14th, 2022**

**Questions?** Email: chsresearchday@okstate.edu